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Senior .Net Developer 

We are looking for bright, energetic and experienced .Net developers to assist in creating new, ground-breaking 

products for the transport industry. 

Esoterix Systems is a specialist intelligent mobility technology provider. Our multi-disciplinary team has made it our 

mission to harness technical possibilities for solutions to some of the world’s most pressing transport problems. And we 

have an impressive track record of in-the-field trials with engagement from major industry partners.   

This is an exciting time to be joining us. We have secured long-term funding to bring our expertise and creativity to rail, 

the backbone of our future carbon-neutral transport network. 

To match the demands of these diverse roles, we are looking for:  

• Experience - Your primary task is to help develop our new range of intelligent mobility products. You will share 

responsibility for the technical quality of the team’s output, guide implementation decisions and long-term 

technical goals. You enjoy working in team environments with little or no code ownership. You are comfortable 

with software components forming part of multiple product lines.  

• Leadership - You have experience breaking work programmes into distinct tasks and the estimation of effort 

for those tasks. You already regularly review other developers’ code, and you may have mentored more junior 

developers or otherwise been involved in internal training.    

• Flexibility - You understand the need to build long-term technical value while also being ready to trial new 

ideas through rapid iteration. You are likely to be goal-orientated. 

• Enthusiasm - You enjoy being a developer and developing your professional skill set. You also enjoy the 

challenge of impressing customers and users alike with the products and applications you have helped build. 

Required skills & experience: 

• 2 years as a .Net Developer  

• C# .NET (we use .NET Core) 

• SQL / Entity Framework 

• Modern JavaScript frameworks such as React and Vue 

• Unit testing  

• DevOps and CI/CD experience 

Better still if you have experience with or interest in any of: 

• Azure infrastructure 

• Data analytics  

• Machine learning 

Benefits: This is a permanent role. Esoterix offer a competitive salary, a creative environment, flexible working, 

professional development support - and we’re also still just about small enough to offer share options.  

Get in touch: If you can deliver on what’s needed now with an eye on what comes next, we want to hear from you. 

Send an email explaining why you think you might be right for the position to david.stewart@esoterix.co.uk, and 

attaching your CV. No agencies! 

Indicative salary: £45,000 - £65,000 per annum (depending on experience) + options 
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